INTRODUCTION/DISCLAIMER (Applies to all Professor Truth articles)

Professor Truth and the Professor Truth viewpoints may not agree with all the opinions/perspectives expressed or implied or misunderstood by the listener/reader from the content expressed in any interview, precept, teaching, or written document. The information is presented for educational and philosophical purposes only based solely on the axioms, dictums, precepts, maxims, truths, tenets, doctrines, creeds, codes, theories, ideas, propositions including fundamental and essential precepts of the King James Bible as elucidated by the anointing of the Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ, “Father” God (YHWH) incarnate in the flesh. In addition, Professor Truth’s viewpoints expressed do not necessarily represent those of the venue or anchor in which these topics are presented.

I want to thank Anthony Patch and Kris for their servitude to Jesus Christ “Immanuel!” God with us! Anthony and Kris recognized their calling to include balance to the “Boys Club” sanctioned by the behavior of in silico consciousness posing as men and spiritual leaders. “The scientific priesthood of today”, practitioners of arcane mathematical and binary languages of man, not of God.. who are impersonating both God and His Elect, as the “Mask of Edom”.
There is not a random molecule in the universe – it is TIME to put fear into their equation and Father is bringing together His true Royal Priesthood for THE THIRD DAY.

**John 17:20**  Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall believe on me *through their word:*

---

**Physical Description of Jesus Christ**

- *Thus, what is of supreme importance in war is to attack the enemy’s strategy.*  *Sun Tsu*

**One of the many strategies of warfare is deception and deceit.**  After the angelic rebellion in heaven, the majority of the captives were taken before the Divine Council and pleaded guilty to crimes against the Most High God. Rebelliousness the sin of witchcraft (v1).

The Leaders of the Luciferian rebellion however, knowing that the likelihood of making parole would be impossible, appealed their judgement. This began both the seven ages of seven thousand years of angelic incarnation (not reincarnation), as well as the most rebellious and evil dark warriors to be imprisoned (2Pet) until the spirit of satan was loosed after the 1000 years during the last age, which already occurred when Napoleon lifted the ban and allowed the Serpent Seed to once again permeate, infiltrate, and impregnate the Adamic kind.
In the context of this most enlightening article, where we will present authentic articles from antiquity establishing beyond any reasonable doubt that not only did Jesus Christ live, walk the earth, but also the next phase of deception would be to plant a counterfeit image of what God incarnate looked like in the minds of men. Through the common method of mind control, repeat a lie over and over long enough that all truth is rejected, the enemy has imprinted in the minds of men what the counterfeit impersonation of Jesus will be at a “Staged and Counterfeit” second coming. This image is in actuality what the Cabalistic Freemasonry and other luciferian adepts call the Anti-Christ and has dark hair, middle eastern complexion and a dark beard. We will see that the genuine Jesus Christ had blonde hair, blue eyes and a Caucasian complexion from eye witness testimony of Pontious Pilot.

[Note: There are so many deceptions, I hesitated to even use the word “Anti-Christ”, as it to is a deception, but nevertheless real to those mind controlled by rote repetition and doctrines of demons in our institutionalized False Prophet Beast "Religious Establishment. One of Professor Truth’s "Alpha Team" members will be writing on the true meaning od "Anti-Christ” in a future article we are doing for our true brethren Anthony Patch]
The World is the Beast and the False Prophet Spirits

1John 2:15  Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him.

The Battle is won or lost in the Quantum Thought Domain

Secret operations are essential in war; upon them the army relies to make its every move. Sun Tzu

Since what we are about to present, as well as what every Professor Truth article presents, will be rejected and hated by the lost and damned in this war for souls. I wanted to present the actual speech in the Movie the Matrix that establishes that anyone who loves the world (still plugged into the system) can at any moment have a sentient program (demon) take control of their mind and behaviors...

[Note: Professor Truth may not fully agree with this but it is close!]

Whether there be a 7 year or a 3.5 year “Beginning of the End”

“At the Last Trump” ONLY the Father knows!

In the Simulatrix - TIME is an illusion- and God can speed it up or slow it down. God also translates His Elect who OVERCOME onto parallel dimensions or alternate timelines within the same dimension.

Eccl. 12:13  Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God, and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man. For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil.
THE MATRIX

Morpheus: The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our enemy. But when you're inside, you look around, what do you see? Business men, teachers, lawyers, carpenters. The very minds of the people we are trying to save. But until we do, these people are still a part of that system, and that makes them our enemy.

You have to understand, most of these people are not ready to be unplugged. And many of them are so inured, so hopelessly dependent on the system, that they will fight to protect it.

Morpheus: Sentient programs. They can move in and out of any software still hard-wired to their system. That means that anyone we haven't unplugged is potentially an Agent. Inside the Matrix, they are everyone and they are no one. We have survived by hiding from them, by running from them, but they are the gatekeepers. They are guarding all the doors, they are holding all the keys, which means that sooner or later, someone is going to have to fight them.

www.professortruth.com
Physical Description of Jesus by Pontious Pilot to Caesar-email

I was doing research about ten years ago and found a back door into the Library of Congress. I was looking for ancient manuscripts and found several genuine letters from the time of Jesus Christ. I downloaded as many as I could, and when I went back the next day to get more, the access was denied. I also found out that this particular letter from Pontious Pilot to Tiberius Caeser was also in a “Need to Know” special access compartmentalized section of the London Library, off limits to the public. We will look at just one of several documents here but in future additions we will present more. As a teaser, with plausible deniability, I may have a comrade who has seen the original Old Testament under the Vatican, and I may have been told it was all NUMBERS!.... . God truly is a Mathematician!

http://theomatics.org

The theomatics code in the Bible proves conclusively that every person who is born into this world—pre-existed in heaven—we are the fallen angels who were thrown out and cast down to earth. Literally. That is why the Bible teaches that men and women are born sinners.

[Note: this is a generalization of the 4 rivers of Eden (GENE Bloodlines). Chey, Isha, adam, Ha Adam; and then the Tares ]

The adam and Ha Adam have redemptive opportunity but one as vessels of common use Genesis 1.26 “adam” and the other os begotten of the Father, The Elohim, inheritors/Elect – Genesis 2.7 “Ha Adam”. More on this in future articles]
TO TIBERIUS CAESAR:

A young man appeared in Galilee preaching with humble unction, a new law in the Name of the God that had sent Him. At first I was apprehensive that His design was to stir up the people against the Romans, but my fears were soon dispelled. Jesus of Nazareth spoke rather as a friend of the Romans than of the Jews. One day I observed in the midst of a group of people a young man who was leaning against a tree, calmly addressing the multitude. I was told it was Jesus. This I could easily have suspected so great was the difference between Him and those who were listening to Him. His golden colored hair and beard gave to his appearance a celestial aspect. He appeared to be about 30 years of age. Never have I seen a sweeter or more serene countenance. What a contrast between Him and His bearers with their black beards and tawny complexions! Unwilling to interrupt Him by my presence, I continued my walk but signified to my secretary to join the group and listen. Later, my secretary reported that never had he seen in the works of all the philosophers anything that compared to the teachings of Jesus. He told me that Jesus was neither seditious nor rebellious, so we extended to Him our protection. He was at liberty to act, to speak, to assemble and to address the people. This unlimited freedom provoked the Jews -- not the poor but the rich and powerful.

Later, I wrote to Jesus requesting an interview with Him at the Praetorium. He came. When the Nazarene made His appearance, I was having my morning walk and as I faced Him my feet seemed fastened with an iron hand to the marble pavement and I trembled in every limb as a guilty culprit, though he was calm. For some time I stood admiring this extraordinary Man. There was nothing in Him that was repelling, nor in His character, yet I felt awed in His
presence. I told Him that there was a magnetic simplicity about Him and His personality that elevated Him far above the philosophers and teachers of His day.

Now, Noble Sovereign, these are the facts concerning Jesus of Nazareth and I have taken the time to write you in detail concerning these matters. I say that such a man who could convert water into wine, change death into life, disease into health; calm the stormy seas, is not guilty of any criminal offense and as others have said, we must agree -- truly this is the Son of God. Your most obedient servant,

Pontius Pilate

The following was taken from a manuscript in the possession of Lord Kelly, and in his library, and was copied from an original letter of Publius Lentullus at Rome. It being the usual custom of Roman Governors to advertise the Senate and people of such material things as happened in their provinces in the days of Tiberius Caesar, Publius Lentullus, President of Judea, wrote the following epistle to the Senate concerning the Nazarene called Jesus.

"There appeared in these our days a man, of the Judean Nation, of great virtue, named Yeshua [Jesus], who is yet living among us, and of the Gentiles [Nation States] is accepted for a Prophet of truth, but His own disciples call Him the Son of God- He raiseth the dead and cureth all manner of diseases. A man of stature somewhat tall, and comely, with very reverent countenance, such as the beholders may both love and fear, his hair of (the colour of) the chestnut, full ripe, plain to His ears, whence downwards it is more orient and curling and wavering about His shoulders. In the midst of His head is a seam or partition in His hair, after the manner of the Nazarenes. His forehead plain and very delicate; His face without spot or wrinkle, beautified with a lovely red; His nose and mouth so formed as nothing can be reprehended; His beard thickish, in colour like His hair, not very long, but forked; His look innocent and mature; His eyes grey, clear, and quick- In reproving hypocrisy He is terrible; in admonishing, courteous and fair spoken; pleasant in conversation, mixed with gravity. It cannot be remembered that any have seen Him Laugh,
but many have seen Him Weep. In proportion of body, most excellent; His hands and arms delicate to behold. In speaking, very temperate, modest, and wise. A man, for His singular beauty, surpassing the children of men

Physical Description of Jesus the Christ & Physical Descriptions of Jesus The Christ Eye-Witnesses

This is a reprinting of a letter from Pontius Pilate to Tiberius Caesar describing the physical appearance of Jesus.

Copies are in the Congressional Library in Washington, D.C.
A Gentile

TO TIBERIUS CAESAR:
A young man appeared in Galilee preaching with humbleunction, a new law in the Name of the God that had sent Him. At first I was apprehensive that His design was to stir up the people against the Romans, but my fears were soon dispelled. Jesus of Nazareth spoke rather as a friend of the Romans than of the Jews. One day I observed in the midst of a group of people a young man who was leaning against a tree, calmly addressing the multitude. I was told it was Jesus. This I could easily have suspected so great was the difference between Him and those who were listening to Him. His golden colored hair and beard gave to his appearance a celestial aspect. He appeared to be about 30 years of age. Never have I seen a sweeter or more serene countenance. What a contrast between Him and His bearers with their black beards and tawny complexities! Unwilling to interrupt Him by my presence, I continued my walk but signified to my secretary to join the group and listen. Later, my secretary reported that never had he seen in the works of all the philosophers anything that compared to the teachings of Jesus. He told me that Jesus was neither seditious nor rebellious, so we extended to Him our protection. He was at liberty to act, to speak, to assemble and to address the people. This unlimited freedom provoked the Jews -- not the poor but the rich and powerful. Later, I wrote to Jesus requesting an interview with Him at the Praetorium. He came. When the Nazarene made His appearance I was having my morning walk and as I faced Him my feet seemed fastened with an iron hand to the marble pavement and I trembled in every limb as a guilty culprit, though he was calm. For some time I stood admiring this extraordinary Man. There was nothing in Him that was repelling, nor in His character, yet I felt awed in His presence. I told Him that there was a magnetic simplicity about Him and His personality that elevated Him far above the philosophers and teachers of His day. Now, Noble Sovereign, these are the facts concerning Jesus of Nazareth and I have taken the time to write you in detail concerning these matters. I say that such a man who could convert water into wine, change death into life, disease into health; calm the stormy seas, is not guilty of any criminal offense and as others have said, we must agree -- truly this is the Son of God!
Your most obedient servant, Pontius Pilate.

CLOSING STATEMENT:

For Those Who Understand, No Explanation is necessary.

For Those Who Do Not Understand, No Explanation is possible.

Professor Truth